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Memorandum 
 

 
Date:  November 13, 2013 
 
To:  Interested Parties 
 
From:  Andrew Myers 
 
 

Holding Virginia’s 6th Senate District 

 
According to the results of our recent survey of 400 likely special election voters in Virginia’s 6th 
State Senate District, Democratic Delegate Lynwood Lewis is the best- positioned candidate to 
keep this seat in the Democratic column1. 
 
Overall, Lewis is among the most personally popular of all the politicians tested, and only Lt. 
Governor-Elect Ralph Northam has more intensity in his standing. Lewis is recognized by just 
over half of the electorate (52 percent) and earns a strong 64-degree mean personal feeling 
thermometer on a 0 to 100 scale, with 30 percent warm and 12 percent cool ratings2.  Former 
Democratic Delegate Paula Miller is almost equally known from the start, with 49 percent name 
recognition, but in comparison, she earns a cooler 55-degree mean personal feeling 
thermometer based on a 23 percent warm to 13 percent cool ratio. Finally, Democratic 
newcomer Andria McClellan is recognized by just 28 percent of the electorate and garners a 55-
degree mean personal feeling thermometer based on 13 percent warm and 7 percent cool 
ratings.   
 
Far more important than these candidates’ name recognition, however, is the ballot trend in this 
competitive district. Overall, the generic contest is an absolute dead heat, with the generic 
Democrat capturing 41 percent to the generic Republican’s 42 percent.  Nonetheless, in named 
ballot simulations against a generic Republican, only Lewis leads, garnering 46 to a generic 
Republican’s 41 percent.  Miller runs even with the Republican candidate, with each capturing 
43 percent of the vote, while McClellan trails a Republican by double-digits, 37 to 47 percent. 
 
Key to Lewis’ edge here is his lead in the toughest part of this district – the Eastern Shore.  
There, despite this portion of the electorate’s net 21-point Republican leaning, Lewis actually 
begins this contest with a +7-point edge, 51 to 44 percent, while Miller trails by -20 points, 32 to 
52 percent and McClellan trails by a similar -23 point margin, 31 to 53 percent.   
 
Bottom line, these data are crystal clear in displaying that Lewis’ connection on the Eastern 

Shore makes him the best candidate for Democrats in the general election.  

                                                 
1
 These findings are based on a survey of 400 likely special election voters in Virginia’s 6

th
 State Senate District.  Calling took place 

from November 11-12, 2013, and interviews were conducted by professional interviewers supervised by Myers Research | Strategic 
Services staff.  The data were stratified to reflect the projected geographical contribution to the total expected vote. The margin of 
error associated with these data at a 95 in 100 percent confidence level is +/- 4.9 percent.  The margin of error for subgroups is 
greater and varies.   
2
 Myers Research | Strategic Services uses a mean thermometer scale of zero to one hundred to measure candidate personal 

standing.   Zero represents a very cool, negative feeling, one hundred represents a very warm, favorable feeling, and 50 means 
neither warm nor cool.   The mean thermometer score is derived among respondents who can rate the candidates.    
 


